Military training systems commands collaborate to develop ‘cutting-edge’ solutions

The leaders of each of the Orlando-based military modeling and simulation centers recently met to reaffirm their commitment to working together by signing an updated Team Orlando charter during the annual Training and Simulation Industry Symposium (TSIS) on Wednesday, June 14.

The senior officers from each of the four military services represented within the Central Florida Research Park serve as the Team Orlando Executive Board of Directors. They work together as a collaborative inter-service military body with a primary mission of supporting the Department of Defense (DOD).

ADL iFest set for July 21

This month’s Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) iFest conference is focusing on “Data-driven Learning: faculty, learner and technology-driven learning analytics, privacy and related learning science principles.” The conference is July 21-August 1, 2017. It is hosted by the National Training and Simulation Association (NTSA).

FC3 announces venture capitalist Ted Schlein as conference keynote speaker

The Florida Center for Cybersecurity (FC3) announced that New Enterprise Associates (NEA)-backed venture capitalist Ted Schlein will be the keynote speaker at the FC3’s Fourth Annual Cybersecurity Conference Networking Solutions on August 27 at the Tampa Convention Center.

A 30-year veteran investor, Schlein is a general partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (KPCB), where he focuses on early-stage technology companies in the enterprise software and infrastructure market, including the networking and consumer security arenas. He has led KPCB’s investment in such successful investment ventures as Mandiant, Chegg, LifeLock, ArcSight, Corio, and others.

FC3 partners with UCF for iFest partnership building

The Florida Center for Cybersecurity (FC3) announced that Florida Institute of Technology-Cocoa Center (FITCOC) will be an official partner at the FC3’s Fourth Annual Cybersecurity Conference Networking Solutions on August 27 at the Tampa Convention Center.

PALT Day for SDVOSB Industry Capability Statement

The Florida Center for Cybersecurity (FC3) announced that Florida Institute of Technology-Cocoa Center (FITCOC) will be an official partner at the FC3’s Fourth Annual Cybersecurity Conference Networking Solutions on August 27 at the Tampa Convention Center.

More information on the FC3’s Annual Cybersecurity Conference Networking Solutions can be found at TeamOrlando.org/PALT.
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